campus away from Lake Michigan and the athletics facilities, this garden turned out to be famous in its own right as a 'Shakespeare garden,' made to commemorate the tercentenary of Shakespeare's death in 1916 . In what follows I explore and explain the existence of the Northwestern garden by placing it within the long history of imagining Shakespeare in cultivated space. That habit begins within English landscape-gardening, moves to smaller-scale English gardens, public and private, and is then propagated across the globe, most notably into North American soil in the early years of the twentieth century. What were the roots of this idea, what forced it into flower, and how come it was transplanted across the world?
Roots
There had been a history of celebrating Shakespeare within the English landscape long before the genre of the Shakespeare garden proper emerged. Shakespeare's own garden at New Place, complete with the famous mulberry tree said to have been planted by his own hand, was already a tourist attraction by the 1740s when it was shown to the young and admiring David Garrick (who made a point of sitting under the tree), and, famously, the house and garden had become enough of a tourist draw by the 1750s to inconvenience the then-owner the Rev. Francis
Gastrell to the extent that he demolished the house and cut down the tree. 1 David Garrick's Jubilee of 1769 expanded the sense of Shakespeare within the landscape to include the whole of Stratford-upon-Avon, generalising the Shakespearean out from the Birthplace and the grave to the banks of the Avon, ornamented for the occasion with a handsome temporary pavilion in the shape of a classically-styled rotunda. In this, he was invoking the aesthetic of contemporary landscape gardening. In fact, Shakespeare had already made a guest appearance in the English landscape garden from the first half of the eighteenth century onwards, Shakespeare…may yet learn much of him in the fields, in the meadows, and, indeed, in the general kingdom of nature', given that Shakespeare was both a countryman and in all probability a gardener. 6 The romantic sense of the presence of Shakespeare within the landscape, the idea that native genius could be accessed or evoked by touching native soil and anything that grew out of it, gave rise to the tourist habit of collecting leaves and flowers from Shakespearean sites, a sort of economy version of the early lucrative trade in things made from Shakespeare's mulberry, and subsequently from 'Shakespeare's crab-apple' at Bidford (under which the bard was supposed to have lain dead drunk), which was said to have been destroyed by 'American curio-hunters'. 7 So important was this idea of an organic continuity between land and poet mediated by flora, that it gave rise to the replanting both of the mulberry (in 1862) and the crab-apple (some time towards the very end of the nineteenth century). 8 Later visitors were mostly forced to content themselves with plucking leaves or flowers from the locality of Shakespeare's grave or birthplace for pressing into albums. Julia Thomas notes one letter sent back to America on 6 September, 1858 which 'still shows the stitching where [the sender] attached an ivy leaf from the wall of the church.' 9 Similarly, the Folgers sent back seeds from New Place to a friend in America. 10 It was a fashion that would persist through to the 1920s; a college English teacher from North Dakota, Emma Shay, collected for her friends' albums no fewer than forty daisies from Holy Trinity churchyard, forty leaves from the garden at New Place, forty specimens of flowers from the banks of 'Shakespeare's river', grass, pansies, and rosemary from the environs of Anne Hathaway's cottage, and clover leaves from Mary Arden's house. 11 This practice points to a sense that a love for Shakespeare could be appropriately described through plants and flowers. By the tercentenary of 1916, there had already been some half a century of interest in depicting and identifying 'Shakespeare's flowers'. Early books on the subject were expensively produced to lie about on drawing-room tables to beguile an idle moment; they matched attractive and expensively produced chromolithographs depicting flowers with suitable quotations from the plays lettered in gold, and were designed as the basis for a little lightweight cultured conversation amongst women as much interested in art and botany as in Shakespeare per se. Perhaps, indeed, that is a little over-condescending; it might be truer to say that this was part of how women individually and collectively appropriated Shakespeare to the domestic, amateur sphere. These books included the expensive lithographs of Jane Giraud's The Flowers of Shakespeare (1846) and Paul Jerrard's Flowers from Stratford-on-Avon (1852) which last dressed its equally 'costly and novel' illustrations of flowers 'still growing on the very spots where they may have first inspired the boy Shakespeare' with graceful sentiment: 'the specimen was drawn from a most luxuriant spray in a hedgerow that Shakespeare may often have passed in his visits to 6 Anne Hathaway.' 12 foreign fashion, but that it is innate in us, a real instinct, that showed itself as strongly in our forefathers as in ourselves; and when we find that such men as Shakespeare… were almost proud to show their knowledge of plants and love of flowers, we can say that such love and knowledge is thoroughly manly and English. 15 Here 'Shakespeare's flowers' are hoicked out of the drawing-room and into the realm of the 'thoroughly manly and English'; knowing them will be a way, too, of asserting genetic continuity of national identity with 'our forefathers'. By the 1890s and early 1900s, therefore, it was possible within England to conceive of actually making a 'Shakespeare garden', whether in feminine, private and sentimental mode or as something patriotic, public and manly. It represents the work of many a winter's evening spent in hunting for quotations, and in reducing them, when found, to these label limits -delightful pottery butterflies 'twixt green and brown, on each wing of which is the text, with the reference to the play from which it comes. 21 The Countess had no thought of recreating the ground-plan of Tudor gardening; the border is laid out so that 'all the trees stand back in rows, while in front of them are grouped the flowers and herbs that the immortal bard loved so well'. Her plant list reveals how ambitious the border was, aiming at comprehensiveness of wild and garden plants. 22 In 1906, the garden was famous enough to encourage Walter Crane to That is open to all today. 34 Like the de Bergerac pageant, the Shakespeare garden made beyond Stratford was instigated by the desire to celebrate the Shakespeare tercentenary of 1916. Birmingham, for example, set about producing its own Shakespeare garden at Lightwoods Park in 1915, conceived equally as a matter of civic pride and of mass education. 'Birmingham citizens will thus be able to see at a glance, and study on the spot, another phase of our Warwickshire poet's glorious work, and I trust it will be a shrine at which many of his admirers will obtain still more knowledge in ideal surroundings', wrote the chairman of the City of Birmingham Parks Committee. 35 On a smaller scale, the Tercentenary Committee suggested that schoolchildren might make up their own Shakespeare gardens 'containing plants and flowers mentioned in his works' as 'permanent memorials'. 36 More generally, the fashion for playing Shakespeare outdoors, especially in gardens, from 1884 onwards discussed by Michael Dobson might be related to this need to celebrate and commemorate deep England. 37 But although the idea of the Shakespeare garden was strong in the Britain of 1916, the exigencies of wartime meant that it was rarely realised until after the war. It was only in 1919, in keeping with Corelli's rhapsodic version of the town, that New Place was improved by the addition of several gardens including 'the wild bank' and 'the knot garden' to match the planting already in place at the Birthplace. 38 A helpful list of such plants is provided in an appendix. 45 Hatcher notes that 'the ideal for every pageant is that it shall represent a community' and that the rationale for the evocation of the ground of Stratford within such a pageant is educational -'knowing Shakespeare and his plays better is the natural motive behind such a festival, and the advantage of suggesting the environment in which he and his work developed is too obvious to need argument.' 46 52 Or there again, was it more that a Shakespeare garden was designed to evoke a more generalised Elizabethan Englishness understood as 
